memorandum

DATE: December 30, 1999

REPLY TO ATTN OF: CAO: OOM: IRT: 99-1809 UFC: 1410.00

SUBJECT: Cancellation of Superceded CAO Documents

TO: Distribution

As projected in the CAO letter dated November 3, 1999, the following CAO documents were superceded on November 26, 1999 and are hereby officially cancelled.

1. TRU Waste Characterization Quality Assurance Program Plan (QAPP), CAO-94-1010, Revision 0 with Interim Changes, and Revision 1.

2. TRU Waste Characterization Sampling and Analysis Methods Manual (S&AMM), DOE/WIPP-91-043, Revision 1.0.


4. All CAO letters containing variances, interpretations, equivalency determinations, and guidance pertaining to the QAPP and S&AMM.

If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact Mike Brown at (505) 234-7476.
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